
 

 

 

25 NOVEMBER 2021 
 

ATP RELEASES CALENDAR FOR OPENING HALF OF 2022 
SEASON 
 
LONDON: The ATP has announced the calendar for the first half of the 2022 ATP Tour season, 
kicking off in January with the third edition of the ATP Cup in Sydney, Australia, through to the end 
of The Championships, Wimbledon in July. 
 
The new season launches with the ATP Cup, staged in partnership with Tennis Australia. The 2022 edition 
will feature a 16-team field and be hosted across two venues in Sydney – Ken Rosewall Arena and the 
Qudos Bank Arena – both at Sydney Olympic Park. As part of a reconfigured opening section of the 
season, Week 1 will also feature two ATP 250 events running in parallel to the ATP Cup, at the Adelaide 
International and Melbourne Park. Week 2 will feature two ATP 250s, including a second event at the 
Adelaide International and the Sydney Tennis Classic, a new one-off event, alongside Australian Open 
qualifying in Melbourne. 
 
Elsewhere, the Qatar ExxonMobil Open in Doha, traditionally held in Week 1, will be played in Week 7 in 
2022, immediately followed by the Dubai Duty Free Tennis Championships. As previously announced, the 
ASB Classic in Auckland (ATP 250) will not be held in 2022 due to complications related to COVID-19. 
 
All other events through Wimbledon are scheduled to occur in their customary week in the calendar, with 
details of the remaining section of the calendar to be communicated in due course. 
 
Andrea Gaudenzi, ATP Chairman, said: “We’re delighted to announce the calendar and give our fans 
visibility for the first half of the 2022 ATP Tour season. Tennis has had to adapt to fluid circumstances 
since the start of the pandemic and, while we continue to navigate its challenges, today’s announcement is 
a positive milestone in our continued return. We cannot wait to kick off another exciting season and 
welcome back to the calendar those events that were unfortunately unable to stage last year. I would like to 
credit the hard work of our players and tournaments that has allowed us to reach this point.” 
 
View the 2022 calendar here. 
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About The ATP 
As a global governing body of men’s professional tennis, the ATP’s mission is to serve tennis. We entertain 
a billion global fans, showcase the world’s greatest players at the most prestigious tournaments, and 
inspire the next generation of fans and players. From the ATP Cup in Australia, to Europe, the Americas 
and Asia, the stars of the game battle for titles and FedEx ATP Rankings points at ATP Masters 1000, 500 
and 250 events, and Grand Slams. All roads lead towards the Nitto ATP Finals, the prestigious season 
finale held in Turin, Italy. Featuring only the world’s top 8 qualified singles players and doubles teams, the 
tournament also sees the official crowning of the year-end ATP World No. 1, the ultimate achievement in 
tennis. For more information, please visit www.ATPTour.com. 
 
 
 


